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Resumo
Este trabalho baseia-se na eletrodeposição de filmes finos de CuInSe2,com o objetivo
de serem usados como camada absorvente numa célula solar. Uma otimização da geometria
da eletrodeposição foi realizada através da deposição em substratos planos que consistem
numa camada de vidro revestido com molibdénio. Um suporte para ser usado na
electrodeposição foi construído a fim de obter uma boa reprodutibilidade no crescimento dos
filmes finos. Com o novo suporte várias experiências de eletrodeposiçãoforam feitas a fim de
encontrar as melhores condições para o crescimento de filmes finos de CuInSe 2.Testou-se a
influência dos diferentes parâmetros de eletrodeposição, tais como o tempo de deposição, a
voltagem aplicada e a concentração da solução. A eletrodeposição com soluções não contendo
Se, também foram realizadas, no entanto, sem os resultados pretendidos. As amostras
fabricadas por eletrodeposição foram submetidas a tratamento térmico utilizando duas
abordagens diferentes: umaatmosfera fechada rica em Se e uma atmosfera aberta com Se
ecom circulação de um fluxo de N2. Feita a otimização para ambos os processos,
electrodeposição e tratamento térmico, as melhores receitas foram aplicadas a substratos
padronizados a escala micrométrica para ser utilizados num conceito de célula solar micro
concentradora.
As amostras produzidas foram extensivamente caracterizadas por microscopia
eletrónica de varredura, espectroscopia de dispersão de raios-X, difração de raios-X,
espectroscopia Raman e perfilometria.
Palavras-chave: Electrodeposição, CuInSe2, Célula Solar, Micro Concentrador.
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Abstract
This work concerns the electrodeposition of thin film CuInSe2 absorber layers. An
optimization of the electrodeposition setup geometry was carried out for deposition onto flat
substrates consisting in a soda lime glass (SLG) coated with a molybdenum layer. A holder was
built to get good reproducibility of the film growth. With the new holder, several one step
electrodeposition experiments were done varying the electrodeposition parameters such as
deposition time, applied voltage, and solution concentration to find the best result and good
quality CuInSe2 thin films. Electrodeposition with solutions not containing Se were also done,
however, with limited success. The samples fabricated by electrodeposition were treated by
annealing using two different approaches: a closed atmosphere rich in Se and an open
atmosphere with Se were a flow of N2 was passing above the sample. After optimization was
done for both processes, electrodeposition and annealing, the best recipes were applied to
micropatterned substrates to be used in a concept of microconcentrator solar cells.
The samples produced were extensively characterized by scanning electron
microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and
stylus profilometry.
Key words: Electrodeposition, CuInSe2, Solar Cell, Micro Concentrator.
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1. Introduction
Most of the present global energy production is accomplished by burning fossil fuels,
therefore in the last years there has been an increase in the search for solutions in alternative
sources of energy in order to suppress the dependence in limited resources and technologies
that are potentially harmful to the environment.The source of energy that presents the biggest
potential is the sun.
Photovoltaics (PV) is the area of knowledge that studies the conversion of sun radiation
in direct current electricityusing materials that exhibit the photovoltaic effect. The name comes
from the conversion of light (photons) into electric power (voltage)(1).
Sunlight is available in most locations, and it provides such an enormous supply of
renewable energy that if the whole global electricity demand would be covered exclusively by
photovoltaics, the total land area needed for light collection would be only a few percent of the
world’s desert area(2).
The photovoltaic effect was first observed in 1839 by Edmond Becquerel, but the first
patent for a 'solar cell' was received by Edward Weston only in 1888. The commercial stage of
photovoltaics only began in 1954. Bell Laboratories while working on silicon semiconductors
discovered that silicon had photoelectric properties and built the first photovoltaic module with
around 6% efficiency. The first massive use of PV systems began in the 1960s to power space
satellites. Throughout the years the technology advanced, reliability improved and the
production costs began to decline. During the energy crisis in the 1970s, photovoltaic
technology gained recognition as a source of power for non-space applications.
The traditional solar cells, also called first generation solar cells, are made from silicon
wafers, usually flat plated and demonstrate a power-to-light conversion efficiency around 15 to
20% for commercial modules. The benefits are their good performance and the high stability.
Second generation solar cells are called thin-film solar cells due to the use of layers of
semiconductors only a few micrometers thick. They are based on amorphous silicon,
Cu(In,Ga)Se2, or CdTe, and have 10 to 15% conversion efficiency. This generation avoids the
use of silicon wafers and has a lower material consumption, which leads to lower production
costs compared with the first generation. However, they are based in scarce elements (In, Ga
and Cd) and when deployed at a large scale this might be a limiting factor in the price of second
generation solar cells.
Currently, there is some research in a new group of solar cells, called the third generation.
These cells are being made from a variety of technologies and materials, including nanotubes,
nano-wires, organic dyes, and conductive plastics. Although the performance and stability of
third generation solar cells is still limited compared to first and second generation solar cells,
they have great potential and some are already commercialized.
One of the main obstacles for photovoltaics to become more popular in the short term is
the fact that the price of the electricity (cost per watt-hour) produced by photovoltaics is in most
cases not yet competitive with that produced by conventional methods. Cost reduction can be
achieved by either improving the values of efficiency or by reducing the production costs of
11

photovoltaic modules. The production costs is expected to go down with increasing production
volumes, due to market scale effects, and the efficiency has been highly improving along the
years(3).
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2. State of the Art
2.1 Solar Cells
The power generating part of a solar cell consists of a semiconductor that forms a
rectifying junction with another semiconductor (p-n junction). In some devices a thin insulator
film is placed between the two semiconductors or the semiconductor and the metal, forming a pi-n junction(4).
Thin film solar cells are usually p-n or p-i-n diodes. A schematic of an electrical circuit as
a representation of a solar cell is shown in Fig. 2.1. An ideal solar cell may be modelled by a
current source in parallel with a diode, however no solar cell is ideal therefore a shunt
resistance and a series resistance needs to be added to the representing circuit(5). The I-V
curve of solar cell is very similar to the I-V curve of a typical diode, Fig. 2.1, and from there,
important characteristic values can be extracted: open circuit voltage (V oc), short circuit current
(Isc), maximum-power-point voltage (Vmp) and maximum-power-point current (Imp).
a)

b)

Fig. 2.1- a) Schematic of an electrical circuit as a representation of a solar cell. b)CurrentVoltage behaviour of a solar cell under dark and illumination conditions.
There are important parameters for the characterization of a solar cell such as the fill factor (FF)
and the efficiency (η):
𝐹𝐹 =

𝑉𝑚𝑝 𝐼𝑚𝑝
𝑉𝑜𝑐 𝐼𝑠𝑐

𝜂=

𝑉𝑚𝑝 𝐼𝑚𝑝
𝐺∙𝐴

where G is the equivalent power of the solar radiation per area and A is the area of the device.
When the device is under radiation, photons with the same or higher energy of the
bandgap of the semiconductor are absorbed by the electrons in the valence band. The energy
absorbed excites the electron into the conduction band where it is free to move around within
the semiconductor.
The network of covalent bonds in the valence band has now a positive charged hole. It can be
said that photons absorbed in the

semiconductor create electron-hole pairs.These
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photogeneratedelectron-hole pairs are separated by the internal electricfield of the junction:
holes drift to one electrode and electronsto the other one, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2- Band diagram of a pn solar cell under illumination

2.2 Thin-film solar cells
Thin-film solar cells have several advantages compared with crystalline Si solar
cells. They are based in semiconductors with direct bandgaps which provide them with high
absorption coefficients and therefore can be used in thin film form(6). Consequently, the
material consumption is highly reduced due to layers only a few micrometers thick. Thin films
canbe deposited by a variety of vacuum and non-vacuum methods on inexpensive substrates
such as glass. Another advantage is the possibility of using flexible substrates leading to lighter
modules and creating novel opportunities for small harvesting devices.
The main candidates for low-cost thin film solar cell materialsare amorphous
hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H), CdTe (cadmiumtelluride), and CuInSe2based compounds.

2.2.1 Structure
The structure of a thin film solar cell consists in a back contact, a p-type semiconductor,
a n-type buffer layer, and a top contact. In a typical CuInSe2 (CIS) solar cell a molybdenum layer
is used as back contact, an undoped ZnO, and doped ZnO:Al layer as top contact. CdS is
usually used as buffer layer, see Fig. 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3- Typical structure of a CuInSe2 solar cell with typical thickness values for each layer.
This type of structure is complex because it is a stack of several layers that may react with each
other, however these detrimental interface reactions are inhibited at ambient temperatures.
2.2.2 Absorber layer
The absorber layer is the nucleus of the cell and the most important layer since it is
responsible for the light absorption and the photo-generation of the carriers. Since most of the
solar radiation is in the visible range, Fig. 2.4, a solar cell absorber should be efficient in
absorbing radiation at those wavelengths(7).

Fig. 2.4- Energy spectrum of solar radiation (7).
Among the most promising absorber materials for solar cells are CuInSe2 based chalcopyrite
materials.
15

2.2.3 Micro concentrator concept
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin film solar cells are based in elements that are not abundant on earth,
like Ga and In, and, therefore, expensive(8). The scarcity of these elements requires a reduction
of the used material in order to enable material savings that allow for cheaper solar cells(9)(10).
The micro concentrator concept is based on using micrometer-sized patterned solar cells onto
which sunlight is concentrated using a lens array, see Fig. 2.5. A concentrator device requires
the surface to be only partially covered by solar cells which creates significant material
savings(11).

Fig. 2.5- Concept of the micro-concentrator solar cell(12)
The samples used in this work were first fabricated using clean room techniques followed by
electrodeposition of CuInSe2 and thermal annealing treatment, Fig. 2.6. In more detail a SiO2
layer (2µm) was deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on top of a soda lime glass
(SLG) coated with a Molybdenum layer (1µm) and using optical lithography, a pattern was
defined and transfered to SiO2by reactive ion etching (RIE).

Fig. 2.6- Schematic of sample growth procedure.

2.3 Properties of Cu(In,Ga)Se2
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe)is a ternary/quaternary compound thatbelongs to the I-IIIVI2 group of chalcopyrites and is a material widely used in thin film solar cell devices. CIGSethin
16

film solar cells hold the record power conversion efficiency for small-area polycrystalline solar
cells (22.6 %)(13). The crystalline structure of this material is most often a tetragonal
chalcopyrite structure, see Fig. 2.7.

Fig. 2.7- Crystalline structure of CIS based materials(14)
The bandgap of CuInSe2 is 1.04 eV which is relatively low, however it can be adjusted to better
match the solar spectrum by partially replacing In with Ga. The energy bandgap can vary from
1.04 eV, for CuInSe2, to 1.68 eV, for CuGaSe2. There are other materials used in thin film solar
cells such as CdTe and amorphous silicon, however CuInSe2 based solar cells have been
showing the best results in terms of electrical performance(15). Although the Ga present in the
film changes the energy gap other important parameters influence if the absorber is going to
result in a high efficiency device, such as the [Cu]/[(In+Ga)] and [Se]/[(Cu+In+Ga)] ratios. For a
high efficiency device, the absorber layer must be slightly Cu poor and the [Cu]/[(In+Ga)] ratio
should be around 0.8. While the ratio of Se over metals should be balanced and around 1 (15).
However, since it is a ternary coumpound often can be found tetrahedralstructures
different then the tetragonal chalcopyrite structure (α phase, such as sphalerite structure (δ
phase) and β phase CIS structure depending on the composition of the film, see Fig. 2.8. Based
on the growth temperature and stoichiometry different structure can be found: CuInSe2
(chalcopyrite structure), CuIn5Se8(sphalerite structure), Cu2In4Se7 and CuIn3Se5 (β CIS
structure). To form the desired tetragonal CuInSe2chalcopyrite structure without unwanted
phases present in the film needs to exist a exact balance between Cu2Se and In2Se2 and a
temperature range between 500ºC and 750ºC during the growth.
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Fig. 2.8- Phase diagram of along the Cu2Se – In2Se3pseudo binary section of the Cu–In–Se
chemical system(16).

2.4 Deposition techniques of CISe
There is a wide range of deposition techniques that have been used to deposit good
quality CISe material. The depositionmethod has generally a large impact on the resulting film
propertiesas well as on the production costs(17).
The most successful absorber deposition method for high efficiency small-area devices
seems to be the three-stage coevaporationof CIGSe from elemental sources in the presence of
excess Se vapor. Coevaporation is often done under high vacuum conditions using a physical
vapor deposition (PVD) system. The flux ratios of the elemental sources and the temperature
during deposition are very important parameters that affect the orientation, morphology, and
grain size. This method can grow high quality thin films however big quantities of material are
lost during the process.
Another method that has been used is chemical vapor deposition (CVD), however solar
cells made with CVD grown films were not very efficient.
There is also an electrochemical technique, called electrodeposition which can vary
from one step deposition, sequential deposition of binarycompounds, and deposition of
elemental layers. The films grown by this method are amorphous or poorly crystalline, and
therefore the process needs to be followed by annealing under either an inert or a reactive
18

atmosphere. This method has been studied along the years however there are not many
published results in full solar cells.
Other techniques are used such as spray pyrolysis(18), evaporation from compound
sources(19), and selenization of metallic precursor layers that are sputtered, evaporated, or
electrodeposited.
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3. Experimental Techniques
3.1 Electrodeposition
Electrodeposition is a chemical method to grow good quality films at low temperatures
and low production cost. The process is based on moving ions trough a solution by applying an
electric filed in order to coat an electrode (working electrode). The system used in this
workconsists on a 3-electrode cell powered by a potentiostat. The 3-electrode cell is composed
by:

Working electrode
It works as a cathode and is the substrate to be coated. It should have a good electrical
conductivity and not react chemically with the solution. The working electrode shouldhave small
area and the surface should be smooth. In this work the substrate used was soda lime glass
(SLG) coated with a 1μm thickness molybdenum layer (substrates are 2.5 cm x 2.5cm).

Counter electrode
The counter electrode works as an anode and supplies current to the reaction on the working
electrode. In this work a platinum mesh made with a 0.2 mm diameter platinum wire was used
as counter electrode.

Reference electrode
A good reference electrode should have a stable reference potential and its task is to measure
the voltage on the working electrode versus its own. Different electrodes are used (standard
hydrogen electrode NHE, Ag/AgCl), in this work a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used.
The different reference electrodes havedifferent potentials, the NHE is defined as zero, and
SCE and Ag/AgCl have potentials around 0.2V vs NHE.

20

The setup for this three-electrode system is shown in Fig. 3.1:

Fig. 3.1- Simple schematic of the three electrode cell setup.
In this work two different deposition processes are going to be tested: i) single step
electrodeposition where all the elements (Cu, In and Se) are deposited at the same time; and ii)
two step electrodeposition where stacked layers are deposited in two processes.
For the single electrodeposition a vast optimization of the deposition parameters was
performed, showed in Table 3.1. These will be studied in section 4.1 and 4.2.
Table 3.1- Range of deposition parameters used in experiments for the single
electrodeposition process.
Time (s)

Voltage (V)

Solution concentration*

Stirring velocity (rpm)

300- 9000

-0.55

1/3 - 5

60 - 1000

*Concentration in comparison to the reference solution, based on (20) and that can be found in
table 4.2 as solution 2.
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All the experiments in this work were done with potensiostat in chronoamperometry mode,
which means the voltage was defined and the current was free to oscillate during the
experiment. It is important to fix the voltage since the growth of CISe ternary compound is very
sensitive(21), see (Fig. 3.2). The current that passed through the sample was defined by the
number of ions present in the solution and by the larger area of the sample. The bigger the
sample and the amount of ions present in the solution the bigger will be the flux of ions and
therefore bigger current values. By knowing the current density value during the experiment and
the area of sample it is possible to estimate the thickness of the film we are depositing and the
time needed to obtain the desired thickness.
The solution stoichiometry and the applied voltage were based on (20), kept constant
since the CuInSe2 electrodeposition growth procedure is very sensitive as can be shown in Fig.
3.2.

Fig. 3.2- Electrochemical phase diagram showing the effect of one stepelectrodeposition
parameters in the composition of CIS films. The composition of the films isshowed as a
function of the electrodeposition potential and the flux ratio between selenium(IV) and
copper(II) ionic species. The indium concentration is assumed to be in excess. The
potential is given with respect to a Sulfate Mercurous Electrode (MSE0.40V vs
SCE)(22).
Also several experiments, that can be found in section 4.1, were done to find the best
geometry for the electrodeposition process.
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3.2 Annealing
Growing by electrodeposition does not provide thin films with a good electronic quality, because
it is a low temperature process and the material grows amorphous and/or with poor crystalline
quality. Therefore, samples need to go through thermal annealing treatments to improve the
structural, electronic, and optical properties of the film. Thermal annealing can be done under
vacuum or atmospheres with a desired composition(23).
For CISe films annealing treatments are generally carried out for temperatures ranging
from 450ºC to 650ºC from a few minutes to one hour or more(22). At these temperatures
CuInSe2 is not stable and Se evaporates from its surface, therefore the annealing needs to
occur under a rich Se atmosphere in order to keep a high Se pressure on the sample to not lose
the Se already deposited during electrodeposition(24).In this work a setup with a closed
atmosphere (Fig. 3.3) and one with an open atmosphere (Fig 3.4) were tested:

Fig. 3.3- Diagram for closed atmosphere used in thermal annealing

Fig. 3.4- Diagram of open atmosphere used in thermal annealing
In both setups the sample is placed, together with Se pellets, inside a graphite box that
slides in the quartz tube to be placed at the center of the heating chamber. For the closed
atmosphere the tube is filled with N2to a previously defined pressure (800 mbar was the typical
value)in the beginning of the experiment and there is no flow during the experiment. In the open
23

atmosphere setup there is a continuous flow of N2 from the valve to vacuum pump side of the
tubeduring the experiment.

3.3 Characterization
3.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is the most used equipment for electron
microscopy in material science. A SEM is an instrument that produces an image of a sample by
directing a focused electron beam onto it and collecting the secondary electrons and back
scattered electrons(25).
The equipment consists of an electron column and a sample chamber. The electron
column is equipped with an electron gun, anode, condenser lens, and objective lens. In the
sample chamber the secondary detector, backscattered detector, and X-ray detector are placed
and it is also where the sample is mounted.

Fig. 3.5- Schematic of a scanning electron microscope and photo of the equipment used,
Quanta 650 FEG (FEI).

In conventional systems, the electrons are emitted from a hot tungsten filament and are
accelerated at high voltages. The electron beam enters the lens system to be collimated and
focused on thesample surface. After interaction of the electron beam with the sample there is
the formation of secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and characteristic elemental xrays.
The microscope works in a vacuum chamber to increase the mean free path of the electrons in
order to have the maximum signal possible in the detectors.
Secondary Electrons (SE) are electrons that are ejected from the valence shells of the sample
as a result of the interaction with the primary electron beam. These electrons have a lower
energy than the primary electrons and give the main topography information.
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Back Scattered Electrons (BSE) are high energy electrons originated in the electron beam
that are reflected from the sample by elastic scattering. Their quantity depends on the atomic
number of the scattering nucleus, for heavier nucleia higher number of BSE results. These
electrons have the same energy as the primary beam electrons and often provide good image
contrast between different elements within an imaging field, although they also give information
about topography.
Characteristic x-raysare photons produced when an electron from an outer shell fills a
vacancy in an inner shell. Each element has a unique and well defined set of energy levels,
therefore it is possible to match the transitions from higher to lower levels with the element
where it is occurring.
Most of the applications of this characterization method requires minimal sample
preparation and data acquisition time is small compared to other type of microscopy (no more
than 5 minutes per image). For electrodeposited CISe scanning electron microscopy is very
important to give information about topography, uniformity, and composition.
The equipment used in this work was theQuanta 650 FEG (FEI) and I was fully able to
use it without supervision.

3.3.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS)
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a technique of chemical analysis, usually
integrated in SEM. EDS plays with the interaction of an electron beam in a target sample. The
electron column is the same one used in SEM. This equipment uses an energy dispersive
detector that detects the characteristic X-ray created when high energy electrons of the electron
beam strikes with an electron from an inner shell of a specific element in the sample and
separates it in an energy spectrum. The software is able to identify the abundance of specific
elements present in the sample by matching the energy of the peaks in the spectrum with the
characteristic X-ray emission lines of elemental species. This tool is very important for materials
characterization, including of electrodeposited films, since it provides information about the
elemental composition of the sample. That is a fundamental knowledge to do adjustments in the
stoichiometry of the chemical bath for electrodeposition. However EDS has limitations, some of
the elements have very similar X-ray characteristic lines leading to an overlap of peaks from
different elements which causes a difficulty in identifying and quantifying the elements present
in the sample. In CuInSe2 it is not a problem since the emission lines for Cu, In and Se do not
coincide. Another limitation is the impossibility of identifying the lighter elements, typically EDS
information about elements below Na atomic number is not reliable.
Also the spatial resolution can be a problem, due to interaction volume (Fig. 3.6) X-ray
spatial resolution depends only on the specimen density and overvoltage. For higher beam
acceleration voltages higher the interaction volume therefore the electrons penetrate deeper in
the sample and information starts to come from the bottom layers.
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a)

b)
Fig. 3.6- a) Volume of interaction of a electron beam with a sample(26). b) Example of EDS
spectrum from a CuinSe2 sample.

3.3.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
X-Ray diffraction is an analysis tool that provides quantitative information on thin film
crystalline phases and structures by diffraction X-rays off the surface and analyzing the
diffraction pattern(27).
The process consist in an X-ray source which is obtained by bombarding a material (Cu
is the common one, which have Kα1 and Kα2 emission lines 8.05 keV and 8.03 keV respectively),
the x-rays are monochromatized by passing them through a filter and then hit the sample. The
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diffraction pattern is found by moving thedetector around the sample while mapping the x-ray
intensities. A diagram can be seen in Fig. 3.7.
XRD peaks are produced by constructive interference of the monochromatic beam of Xrays diffracted at specific angles from each set of lattice planes in a sample.The diffraction
pattern will be mostly noise for amorphous structures, but for crystalline samples there will be a
characteristic set of intensity peaks for the crystal orientations for each substance. The X-ray
diffraction pattern is a fingerprint of the periodic atomic arrangements in a given material.
The equipment used in this work was the PanAnalytical X Pert PRO MRD system and I
was fully able to use it without supervision.

Fig. 3.7- Diagram of X-Ray diffraction method and a photo of the equipment used, PanAnalytical
X Pert PRO MRD.

3.3.4 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy provides information about the vibrational states of molecules. Its
work principle is based on shining a monochromatic light on a sample and detecting the
inelastic scattered light(28). The majority of the detected light is of the same frequency of the
light source, elastic scattered light. However a small amount of the incident light interacts with
the vibration levels of the molecules in the sample transferring some of its energy, leading to a
shift in the wavelength, this is the inelastic scattered light. This shift provides information about
vibrational, rotational, and other low frequency transitions in molecules. The Raman spectrum is
a plot of the intensity of the inelastic scattered light versus the Raman shift∆𝑤, usually
expressed in wavenumber, can be obtained by:
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∆𝑤 = (

1

0

1

− ),
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where 0 is the wavelength of the incident light and 0 the wavelength of the inelastic scattered
light.
The fact that Raman scattering only occurs for a very small percentage of incident
photons means that a good signal to noise ratio and long times are required to acquire a good
signal. Though this equipment has the advantage of not requiring any sample preparation and
unlike other types of spectroscopy works for solid, liquid and gas samples.
For CuInSe2characterization purposes Raman is an important tool to complement the
XRD information about the different phases present in the samples(29). For example, in XRD
CuInSe2 and Cu2Se diffraction peaks are not well resolved causing an overlap of the peaks,
however the Raman shift is different for both phases and it is easily possible to identify them.

Fig. 3.8- Photo of the Raman Confocal Microscopy equipment used.

3.3.5 Stylus Profilometer
A stylus profilometer is a useful tool to have a quantitative knowledge of the topography
and roughness of a surface. This type of profilometer consists of two parts: a sample stage and
a detector. The sample stage is where the sample is placed usually fixed under vacuum. The
detector consists of a probe that scans the surface providing the height of the sample. It is the
stage that moves while the probe is steady.
The measurements are made mechanically by monitoring the force that the surface
applies on the probe, the changes in the vertical position of the probe provide the profile of the
surface.
During a measurement the probe needs to be always in physical contact with the
sample what may lead to contamination of the probe by the surface or even damage the
sample’s surface. Time is also a limitation comparing with non-contact profilometers that are
much faster once there is no need for physical contact.
In this work, the equipment was used to measure thickness and roughness of
electrodeposited samples.
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Fig. 3.9- Diagram of a stylus profilometer and a photo of the equipment used, KLA TENCOR P16+.
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4. Results
4.1 Electrodeposition geometries
There are different possibilities to perform electrodeposition. The geometry used for the
electrodeposition has a great influence in the deposited thin films. Since potentiostatic
electrodeposition uses several intervenient such as three electrodes and a stirring magnet
there is a range of geometries that can be studied to determine the most suitable.
To find the geometry that provides more homogeneity to the films,two setups were
tested: i)a vertical setup, were the sample surface is in the vertical position (Fig. 4.1 a)) and
ii)a horizontal setup, were the sample surface is in the horizontal direction (Fig. 4.1 b)).
b)

a)

Fig. 4.1- a) Sketch of vertical setup and b) Sketch of horizontal setup.

In the first experiments the solution used was (solution 2 in Table 4.2):


In2(SO4)3·6H2O: 332mg,
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SeO2: 71mg,



Cu2SO4·5H20: 38mg,



LiSO4: 5.3 g,



H20: 100 ml.

For both geometries a stirring velocity of 60rpm and a deposition voltage of -0.55V were used.
For each setup a sample was produced and was analyzed by SEM, the results are found in Fig.
4.2. From these images we clearly see a higher homogeneity in the film deposited with the
vertical geometry. The sample deposited with the horizontal set up shows a significant number
of voids where there was no deposition or the deposited film is too thin. The voids were caused
probably by bubbles developing on the substrate during the deposition.

5 µm
a)

5 µm
b)

Fig. 4.2- SEM images of CuInSe2 thinfilms deposited from solution 1 with -0.55V and 60rpm. a)
using a vertical geometry and b) using a horizontal geometry. Both images were taken with a
beam acceleration voltage of 20kV and a (Horizontal Field Width) HFW of 15µm.

In the second experiment the solution used was~5 times more concentrated (solution
1):


In2(SO4)3·6H2O: 1658mg,



SeO2: 353mg,



Cu2SO4·5H20: 191mg,



LiSO4: 5.3 g,



H20: 100ml.

As before, for both geometries a stirring velocity of 60rpm and a deposition voltage of -0.55V
were used. SEM characterization can be found in Fig. 4.3.
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5 µm

5 µm

a)

b)

Fig. 4.3- SEM images of CuInSe2 thin-films deposited from solution 2 with -0.55V and 60rpm. a)
using a vertical geometry and b) using a horizontal geometry. Both images were taken with a
beam acceleration voltage of 20kV and a HFW of 15µm.
From this experiment we see that the higher concentration slightly made deposition from
horizontal geometry more homogeneous than in the last experiment, however vertical geometry
still gave the best result in terms of morphology.
Based on the visual analysis of samples, the smooth film morphology and the better
homogeneity we selected the vertical setup for the rest of the thesis work. To have better
reproducibility a holder was built. It consisted in three pieces made of Teflon: a round piece
where the electrodes where held, a piece where the platinum wire was wrapped around to make
the mesh, and a third piece where the sample was placed, see Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4- Picture of the electrodeposition setup and schematic of the three designed pieces built
by CNC for the electrodeposition sample holder (inset).
For the vertical setup further tests were performed where several parameters of the
geometry were varied to see the influence in the growth of the films and to find the best
geometry. The parameters varied were the distance between working and counter electrode,
magnet position and sample orientation. The combination of the values tested for those
parameters are given in Table 4.1:
Table 4.1- Different geometries used for vertical electrodeposition
Geometry

Distance between
electrodes (cm)

Magnet position

Sample orientation

1

3

Under sample

Facing the CE

2

3

Under sample

Facing the glass

3

1

Under sample

Facing the CE

4

3

Under CE

Facing the CE

Pictures of the samples after electrodeposition were taken in order to visually compare
the differences, see Fig. 4.5. At first sight it is clear that placing the sample facing the glass
(geometry 2) is not a good option since the film is very inhomogeneous and has a bright color,
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characteristic of the molybdenum layer, near the edges which indicates that the film is very thin.
The other three samples are more similar, however it is possible to see that the last sample
(geometry 4) has color changes along the surface, indicating a larger roughness. Between
samples electrodeposited with geometry 1 and 3 it is not possible to conclude anything visually,
however both of them look good.

2.5cm

Fig. 4.5- Photos of samples with CuInSe2 thin-films electrodeposited vertically using geometry
1, 2,3, and 4 from left to right.
To have a more detailed analysis of the effect of the geometries on the thin film growth
SEM characterization was performed, see Fig. 4.6. With SEM images it became clear that the
best geometries were 1 and 3, which revealed the most homogeneous morphology and
topography. In sample 2 (dark area) and 4 there are very different grain sizes causing the
roughness that was possible to see visually. Comparing again geometries 2 and 4 it is possible
to say that the sample grown with geometry 1 is the most homogenous since in sample from
geometry 3 it is possible to see larger grains that are not seen in first sample.

50µm
a)

50µm
b)
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50µm
c)

50µm
d)

Fig. 4.6- SEM images of samples with CuInSe2 thinfilms electrodeposited vertically using
geometry a) 1, b) 2, c) 3, and d) 4. All images were taken with a beam voltage of 20kV and a
HFW of 150µm.
This set of experiments reveal the best geometries to be 1 and 3, the difference
between the two is the electrodes distance. The geometries where the orientation of the sample
(2) and the position of the magnet (4) were changed lead to samples with big inhomogeneities
and clear differences in the grain sizes. These geometries produced inhomogeneities at a large
scale, as seen in the optical images, as well as in a small scale, as seen in the SEM images.
The parameter with less influence in the geometry was the distance between electrodes,
however the thin film electrodeposited with the electrodes farther from each other is the one
with the most homogeneous topography. Therefore geometry 1 was selected for the rest of the
work.
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4.2 One step electrodeposition
In this chapter CuInSe2 thin films that were formed by single electrodeposition process
and where the solution contained all three elements (Cu, In, and Se) in the bathwill be
presented. Several conditions were tested, including: the stirring velocity (section 4.2.1),
concentration of solution (section 4.2.2), duration of electrodeposition and reproducibility
(section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Influence of the stirring velocity
The first parameter to be tested was the stirring velocity, using the following solution
(solution 1):


In2(SO4)3·6H2O: 1658mg,



SeO2: 353mg,



Cu2SO4·5H20: 191mg,



LiSO4: 5.3g,



H20: 100ml.

Three samples were grown with three different stirring velocities: 60, 400, and 1000 rotations
per minute (RPM). SEM images of the grown films can be seen in Fig. 4.7.

5 µm

5 µm
a)

b)

5µm
c)
Fig. 4.7- SEM images of CuInSe2 thinfilms deposited from solution 2 with -0.55V and a) 60rpm,
b) 400rpm, and c) 1000rpm. All images were taken with a beam voltage of 20kV and a HFW of
15µm.
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These experiments show that stirring has a large influence on the surface morphology. For
lower stirring velocities the structures have a round form, a cauliflower-like structure and for
higher velocities (1000rpm) the structure grows more in a longitudinal way. The velocity that
grew the bigger grains and the most compact film was 400rpm.

4.2.2 Influence of the solution concentration
Another study that was made was the influence of the solution concentration in the thin
film growth. Different concentrations were tested to see the effect on the thin film morphology.
Table 4.2 shows the different solutions used.

Table 4.2- Different solutions used along experimental tests.
Solutions used
In2(SO4)3*6H2O
[mg]

SeO2
[mg]

CuSO4*5H2O
[mg]

H20 [ml]

LiSO4 [g]

Solution 1

1658

353

191

100

5.3

Solution 2

332

71

38

100

5.3

Solution 3

111

24

13

100

5.3

Three samples were grown by electrodeposition using an applied voltage of -0.55 V and 400
rpm stirring velocity. The results of the SEM characterization are shown in Fig. 4.8.
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a)

b)

5µm

5µm

5µm
c)
Fig. 4.8- SEM images of CuInSe2 thinfilms deposited from a) solution 1 (Sample CISe160310A), b) solution 2 (Sample CISe160315-A), c) solution 3 (Sample CISe160322-A) with -0.55V
and 400rpm. All images were taken with a beam voltage of 20kV and a HFW of 15µm.

SEM images show that for the higher concentration solution (solution 1, sample A) the
film is less compact than for the other solutions. Samples from solution 2 and 3 look very similar
and there is no evidence of any significant difference between them.
Further characterization was done both for thickness and chemical composition, Table
4.3. In terms of composition we see similar values for samples B (solution 2) and C (solution 3)
both for [Cu]/[In] and [Se]/[(Cu+In)] ratios, however sample A (solution 1) has a very different
[Cu]/[In] ratio than the other samples. Again sample B and C are the most similar.
It Is apparent that for the most concentrated solution the current value is higher, which
is expected since there are more ions in the solution. In order to get the same thickness the
electrodeposition time was changed to have the same amount of ions in the film (the value of
Current*Time was kept constant).
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Table 4.3- Deposition parameters and characterization made on samples.
Deposition parameters

Profilometry

Chemical Composition

I (mA)

Time (s)

Thickness (µm)

[Cu]/[In]

[Se]/[(Cu+In)]

CISe160310-A

-56

300

1.80

1.44

1.42

CISe160315-A

-10

1700

1.53

0.89

1.35

CISe160322-A

-3

7600

1.91

0.83

1.34

4.2.3 Reproducibility test
To test the reproducibility of the deposition process a set of samples were made
keeping the electrodeposition conditions exactly the same. Solution 2(Table 4.2) was used to
deposit in three samples with an applied voltage of -0.55 V and a stirring velocity of 400 rpm,
see Table 4.4. The electrodeposition time was adjusted after having a current value in order to
aim at the same thickness of the deposited film. The difference in the electrodeposition current
is most certainly related with the surface area exposed than with reproducibility issues.

Table 4.4- Deposition parameters used in the electrodeposition reproducibility test.
Deposition parameters
V (V)

Stirring (rpm)

I(mA)

Time (s)

CISe160315-A

-0.55

400

-10.0

1700

CISe160315-B

-0.55

400

-9.0

1900

CISe160315-C

-0.55

400

-9,0

1900

The samples were investigated by SEM, Fig. 4.9. The first two samples are very similar,
however, contrary to what was expected the last sample CISe160315-C appears to be slightly
less compact than the others.

5µm

5µm

a)

b)
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5µm
c)
Fig. 4.9- SEM images of CuInSe2 thin-films deposited from solution 3 with -0.55V, stirring velocity of
400rpm and deposition times of a) 1700s and b) and c) 1900s . All images were taken with a beam
voltage of 20kV and a HFW of 15µm.
In order to have a better conclusion about the reproducibility of the process further analysis
was done. Thickness of the films were measured by stylus profilometer and chemical composition
was investigated by EDS, see Table 4.5.
Table 4.5- Deposition parameters and characterization made on samples.
Topography

Chemical Composition

Thickness (µm)

Se (%)

In (%)

Cu (%)

Mo (%)

[Cu]/[In]

[Se]/([Cu]+[In])

1.53

54.91

21.60

19.17

4.08

0.89

1.35

CISe160315
-B

1.48

54.17

22.80

20.93

2.59

0.92

1.24

CISe160315
-C

1.57

57.44

21.01

17.02

4.52

0.81

1.51

CISe160315
-A

SEM images (Fig. 4.9) show very similar morphology for three samples. Thickness
measurements are consistent for the three samples with a maximum deviation of 5%. According
to EDS measurements there are small differences in the chemical composition of samples. We
should look at the ratios of the elemental compositions rather than at the elemental
concentrations. These are shown to have an idea of the thickness of the sample since the
amount of Mo seen can be related with the thickness of the sample. Thicker samples will see a
lower Mo concentration than thinner samples. Since the concentration of Mo is very similar
between the samples, it is safe to say that this results are consistent. The [Cu]/[In] ratio has a
maximum deviation of 12% between samples while for [Se]/([Cu+In]) ratio there is a more
significant deviation (18%) in last sample, what may be an explanation for the difference seen in
SEM for this sample compared to the others. However the reproducibility is satisfactory since
the deviations are within a reasonable range(30).
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In this section optimization of electrodeposition parameters was done. The experiments
with the stirring velocity revealed the best results for an intermediate stirring velocity (400rpm).
The influence of concentration of solutions in the growth was also studied and it was found that
is best to use less concentrated solutions if we want to get a more homogeneous and compact
film. However for higher concentrations the deposition is much faster than with lower
concentrations what may be important in a commercial scale. In the end a reproducibility test
was made trying to reproduce three samples with the same conditions and satisfactory results
were obtained.
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4.3 Two step electrodeposition
Another way of obtaining good CISe material from electrodeposition is to electrodeposit
the material in stacked layers. This section goes through experiments to deposit either stacked
Cu and In layers or a mixed layer of Cu and In without the presence of Se in the solution. Two
different approaches were tried, first I tried to deposit stacks of Cu and In (Cu on bottom) with a
two-step electrodeposition process and then an alloy with mixed Cu and In, which uses only one
step. None of this approaches had any Se present in the chemical bath. The idea was only to
provide it in the thermal annealing treatment.
For the stacked layers approach, first a layer of Cu and then a layer of In using the
solutions in Table 4.6 were deposited:
Table 4.6- Solutions used in Cu/In electrodeposited layers.
Solutions

CuSO4*5H2O [mg]

In2(SO4)3*6H2O [mg]

LiSO4 [g]

H20 [ml]

Copper layer

128

0

3

100

Indium Layer

0

330

3

100

For the mixed approach, where Cu and In are deposited at the same time the solution used is
presented in Table 4.7:
Table 4.7- Solutions used in Cu/In mixed approach electrodeposition.
Solution

CuSO4*5H2O [mg]

In2(SO4)3*6H2O [mg]

LiSO4 [g]

H20 [ml]

Mixed Cu/In

128

330

5.1

100

In both techniques the stirring used was 60rpm and an applied voltage of -0.5V. In the
stacked layers sample the deposition time was 2850s and 2030s for Cu and In layer,
respectively, while the current measured was -2mA and -2.8mA. For the mixed elements
sample the deposition time was 2830s and the current was -3mA.
SEM characterization was carried out to investigate the morphology of both samples,
see Fig. 4.10.
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1µm

1µm
a)

b)

Fig. 4.10- SEM images of samples electrodeposited using an approach of a) stacked Cu-In
layers and b) mixed Cu/In. The images were taken with a beam voltage of 5kV.
The SEM images show a very different morphology for the two depositions. The sample
grown by the stacked layers approach looks rougher than the mixed Cu/In approach. The grain
structure seems to have different forms, is round for mixed Cu/In sample and slightly
longitudinal for the stacked layers sample. Also in the size of the structures there is a relevant
difference, the stacked layers methodology grew larger clusters than the mixed approach. The
composition of the films was evaluated by EDS and is shown in Table 4.8:
Table 4.8- Composition of the electrodeposited material.
Sample

Cu (%)

In (%)

Mo (%)

[Cu]/[In]

Stacked Cu-In

29.14

32.93

37.93

0.88

Mixed Cu/In

39.96

7.86

55.24

5.08

The stoichiometry is very different for the two techniques used. The sample grown in
stacks has a Cu/In ratio close to the one referred in literature as the desired (0.80). For the
mixed growth the [Cu]/[In] ratio is totally out of the goal since there was not much deposition of
In. Solutions with different stoichiometry were used in order to avoid the lack of In on the film
composition however improvements were never achieved. The molybdenum shown by EDS is
also much higher than expected, this is probably due to the films being thinner what expose
more the molybdenum in EDS because of the volume of interaction or existence of cracks in the
deposited films. Due to the unwanted morphology and the fact that the composition values were
off both of these approaches were not pursued.
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4.4 Thermal Annealing
Growing by electrodeposition do not provide thin films with a good electronic quality,
because it is a low temperature process and the material grow amorphous and/or with poor
crystalline quality. Therefore samples need to go through thermal annealing treatments to
improve the structural, electronic, and optical properties of the film.
As in the electrodeposition case we had different possibilities for the experimental setup
and tests had to be done to choose the best option: open or closed atmosphere and sample
positioning/settling inside furnace. Beside the experimental setup other parameters can be
controlled such as time, temperature, pressure, and Se present in the atmosphere.
First, two different kinds of atmosphere were tested, for the open atmosphere we used
an open tube (OT) with a N2 flow and a closed tube (CT) with a well-defined pressure for the
closed atmosphere. In these tests two pieces cleaved from sample CISe160304 (presented in
4.2) were used. The experimental values used are shown in Table 4.9. and SEM images in Fig.
4.11.
Table 4.9- Thermal annealing parameters for samples used in tubes testing.
Thermal annealing parameters
Type

Time (min)

T(˚C)

P (mbar)

Se (mg)

CISe160304A-P2

CT-box

10

500

800

51.4

CISe160304A-P3

OT-box

10

500

800

44.9

Sample

a)

b)

1µm

1µm

Fig. 4.11- SEM images of annealed samples taken with a beam acceleration voltage of 20kV.
a)CISe160304A-P2, sample annealed in a closed atmosphere. b) CISe160304A-P3,
sample annealed in an open atmosphere.
EDS analysis was carried out to compare composition between precursor and annealed
samples, see Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10- Composition values measured by EDS.
Sample

Se (%)

In (%)

Cu (%)

Mo (%)

[Cu]/[In] [Se]/[(Cu+In)]

Precursor

54.63

16.49

16.39

12.49

0.99

1.66

CISe160304A-P2

44.89

17.30

16.64

21.16

0.96

1.32

CISe160304A-P3

18.13

21.53

14.84

45.50

0.69

0.50

The sample anealed in the open tube, CISe160304A-P3,has a lack of Se, as seen by
EDS. The fact of having an open tube in both sides, with N2 entering from one side and being
pumped in the other, causing the Se to leave the experiment environment through the vacuum
pump and creates a poor Se atmosphere which does not keep the Se in the sample when
heated at high temperature. The EDSanalysis shows an increase in Mo percentage for both
samples in comparison with the precursor.The increase of the Mo signal may indicate that some
voids were created after recrystallization. However, the sample grown in the closed tube kept
the [Cu]/[In] ratio which is a good result if we can replicate it to samples with good stoichiometry.
Considering the better crystallization with the closed tube and the loss of selenium in the
experimental setup with an open atmosphere, the closed tube was chosen for the thermal
annealings.
The next step was to test the influence of the annealing parameters on the
electrodeposited samples. A set of experiments was done varying the annealing time and
temperature: shown in table 4.11 together with the composition ratios shown by EDS. SEM
images are shown in Fig. 4.12.
Table 4.11-Annealing parameters used and composition ratios shown by EDS.
Sample

Time

T(ºC)

P (mbar)

Se(mg)

CISe160315A-P1

15 min

500

800

58.1

0.93

1.06

CISe160315A-P2

20 min

500

800

62.1

0.91

1.01

CISe160315A-P3

25 min

500

800

44.4

0.91

1.10

CISe160315A-P4

15 min

550

800

45.1

0.85

1.13

CISe160315C-P1

20 min

550

800

46.9

0.70

1.31

CISe160315C-P2

25 min

550

800

52.4

0.96

0.98

CISe160315C-P3

20 min

600

800

64.3

0.83

0.96

CISe160315C-P4

15min

600

800

52.9

0.80

1.09

CISe160315C-P5

25min

600

800

53.6

0.92

1.16
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[Cu]/[In] [Se]/[(Cu+In)]

15min@500˚C

15min@550˚C

15min@600˚C

Se:58.1mg

Se:45.1mg

Se: 52.9mg

1µm

1µm

1µm

20min@500˚C

20min@550˚C

20min@600˚C

Se:62.1mg

Se:45.1mg

Se:64.3mg

1µm

1µm

1µm

25min@500˚C

25min@550˚C

25min@600˚C

Se:44.4mg

Se:52.4mg

Se:53.6mg

1µm

1µm

1µm

Fig. 4.12-SEM images of annealed samples with different annealing time and temperature. The images were
taken with an electron beam voltage of 5kV and a HFW of 5µm.
From the sample morphology, it is not possible to find any trend along the annealing
time or temperature. This may be related with the amount of Se used in the processes. The Se
was used in small pellets and the weighing was a discreet process what caused a difficulty in
obtainingfrom run to run the same amount. However, the sample that looks more crystalline is
the one annealed at 600˚C during 20 minutes. This was the recipe used in the next steps. It
cannot be ruled out that this sample is an outlier since it is quite different from all other ones.
Also the non-reproducibility of the process can be an issue, since the mounting and positioning
of the sample is done manually and there might be unknown changes crucial to the process
which are not reproduced. The composition ratios (Table 4.4.3) are in agreement with SEM
images. The best ratios are found to be the ones from sample annealed at 600ºC during 20
minutes ([Cu]/[In ]= 0.83 and [Se]/[Cu+In] = 0.96). On the other hand the worst ratios ([Cu]/[In ]=
0.70 and [Se]/[Cu+In] = 1.31) are the ones from the sample that looks less crystalline. sample
annealed at 550ºC during 20 minutes. XRD characterization was carried out for all samples and
comparison by annealing temperature was done, see Fig. 4.13. The characteristic peaks
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fromtetragonal CuInSe2 are present in all samples and no other phases of CISe compounds are
seen. Thus indicates that the stoichiometry during electrodeposition and the annealing
temperature range are within acceptable values to form CuInSe2. Naturally significant peaks
from the bottom layers are also found in XRD spectrum such as SiO 2 and Mo.
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Fig. 4.13- XRD spectra of annealed samples at different temperatures (500ºC, 550ºC and
600ºC) and with different times (15 min, 20 min and 25 min).
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4.4.1 Selenium Study
An experiment was carried out to verify the strong dependence of the annealing treatment with
the Se present in the atmosphere; three samples from the same precursor were annealed
(600˚C during 20 minutes) in atmosphere with different Se amounts. SEM images can be seen
in Fig. 4.14.

Se: 107,07mg

Se: 19,60mg

Se: 202,98mg

2µm

2µm

2µm

Fig. 4.14- SEM images of annealed samples in different selenium atmospheres.
The SEM images show a clear difference between samples. A higher crystallinity is present
when more Se was used.The increased crystallinity suggests that annealing must occur in an
excess Se atmosphere and it is in accordance with the literature (24). Also the composition
ratios, shown in Table 4.12, are closer to the desired ones for the sample in the richest Se
atmosphere.
Table 4.12-

List of samples used in the selenium study with

selenium used and composition ratio before and after annealing.
Sample

Se (mg)

[Cu/In]

[Se]/[(Cu+In)]

Precursor

-

0.93

1.27

CISe160318C-P1

19.60

0.80

1.16

CISe160318C-P2

107.07

0.94

0.96

CISe160318C-P3

202.98

0.83

1.01

4.4.2 Reproducibility study
An experiment to test the reproducibility of the annealing process was done. Three samples
from the same precursor were annealed using the same conditions (600ºC, 20 minutes, and
800mbar) and nearly the same Se amount (~105mg), SEM images are shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Se: 106.81mg

Se: 105.08mg

Se: 105.88mg

2µm

2µm

2µm

Fig. 4.15- SEM images of samples annealed with same conditions (600ºC; 20min; 800mbar; 105mg Se).
The three samples are very similar both in appearance (Fig 4.15) and composition (Table 4.13).
However, the first sample looks less crystalline and the Cu/In ratio is also slightly different.
Although the mounting and positioning of the sample and Se pellets are manually done the
reproducibility is quite good and it is possible to rely on it.
Table 4.13- Selenium used and composition ratios after annealing.
Sample

Se (mg)

[Cu]/[In]

[Se]/[(Cu+In)]

CIS160318B-P2

105.88

0.91

1.09

CIS160318B-P3

105.08

0.86

1.09

CIS160318B-P4

106.81

0.86

1.01

4.5 Micropatterned CuInSe2
In this chapter I will first present the electrodeposition on the micro-patterned substrates.
Secondly, the thermal annealing results of the micro-patterned substrates to be used in the
concept of a micro-concentrator solar cell will be presented.

4.5.1 Electrodeposition
Since electrodeposition needs an electrical conductor to work and this substrates only have
electrical conductivity where they are covered with Mo it is possible to have selective
electrodeposition. In this way, as desired, there will be only deposition in the holes and no
deposition on the SiO2 area.
The obvious approach was to use the best result obtained in the flat substrates. The first
test was done using solution 2 with an applied voltage of -0.55 V, a stirring velocity of 400 rpm,
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and a deposition time of 2000 s. SEM images with different amplifications and of different areas
of this sample are shown in Fig. 4.16.

100µm

2µm
a)

b)

1 mm
c)

100µm
d)

Fig. 4.16- SEM images of the micro-patterned CISe. All images were taken with a beam voltage
of 5kV. a) Image of the film inside the structure. b) Structure overfilled with CISe. c) Pattern of
structures filled with electrodeposited CISe where is possible to see that some material has
moved from its original position. d) CISe that moved from where it was deposited to the top of
other structure during electrodeposition
This experiment revealed two different problems. Overgrowth of CISe around the
structures (Fig. 4.16 b)) and detachment of material after it was electrodeposited in the patterns
(Fig. 4.16 c),d)). To avoid the overgrowth, the deposition time had to be decreased in order for
the films not to grow over the structures. The movement problem was probably due to the high
stirring velocity.
The first hypothesis to test was to decrease the stirring velocity keeping the solution the same
and sample H-CIS160629-A was grown with conditions shown in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14- Deposition parameters to study overgrowth and movement during
growth.
Deposition parameters
Sample

V (V)

Stirring (rpm)

I(mA)

Time (s)

H-CIS160629-A

-0.55

60

-1.8

2000
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To investigate if the movement of material was avoided during the deposition SEM
characterization was carried out, see Fig. 4.17.

100µm

5µm
a)

b)

1mm
c)
Fig. 4.17- SEM images of the micro-patterned CISe (H-CIS160629-A). All images were taken
with a beam voltage of 5kV. a) Image of the film inside the structure. b) Structure overfilled with
CISe. c) Pattern entirely filled with electrodeposited CISe.
In this experiment there are no more evidences of the material moving. Thus, we conclude that
for the previous experiment, the deposited CuInSe2 was being removed from its original position
due to the high stirring speed. The next step was to avoid the overgrowth around the structures.
The hypothesis of decreasing the time, and consequently the amount of material deposited, was
tested and a new sample was grown with deposition parameters shown in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15- Deposition parameters to study overgrowth and movement during
growth.
Deposition parameters
Sample

V (V)

Stirring (rpm)

I(mA)

Time (s)

H-CIS160718-A

-0.55

60

-1.3

900

To investigate if the overgrowth problem was overcome SEM characterization was carried out,
see Fig. 4.18.
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500µm
a)

100µm
b)

Fig. 4.18- SEM images of the micro-patterned CISe (H-CIS160718-A). All images were taken
with a beam voltage of 5kV. a) 500µm diameter structure correctly filled with electrodeposited
CISe b) 80µm diameter structure overfilled with electrodeposited CISe.
The overgrowth was avoided for the bigger structures but not for the smaller ones (Fig.
4.18).This fact indicates a variation of the deposition rate with the hole diameter. The thickness
values were measured using a thickness profiler for 7 holes, see Fig. 4.19.

Diameter: 500µm
Thickness: 1.1µm

Diameter: 400µm
Thickness: 1.3µm

500 µm

Diameter: 300µm
Thickness: 1.4µm

Diameter: 100µm
Thickness: 1.9µm

Diameter: 200µm
Thickness: 1.5µm

400 µm

Diameter: 80µm
Thickness: 2.1µm

100 µm

HFW:300µm

100 µm

Fig. 4.19- SEM images of structures with different sizes

Diameter: 60µm
Thickness: 3.1µm

showing how overgrowth evolves along them. All images taken
with a beam voltage of 5kV.

HFW:150µm

400 µm

500 µm

50 µm
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With the characterization along the holes became clear that there is a dependence of the
deposition thickness with the hole diameter, for bigger holes the deposited film is thinner than
for bigger holes. Also, the overgrowth of film around the hole starts when the film thickness is
around 2 μm, which is the hole depth. The electrodeposition time also has an important role in
the thickness of the electrodeposited material therefore the electrodeposition time in structures
with different sizes was investigated and a comparison between samples grown using the same
conditions but with different deposition times was made, Fig. 4.20.

Fig.4.20- Evolution of thickness of electrodeposited CISe according to structure diameter and
deposition time. All samples were deposited in the same conditions where only the total time
was varied.
Fig. 4.20confirms a strong dependence of electrodeposited thin-film thickness both on
hole diameter and deposition time. It can also work as a calibration curve to choose the
deposition time if we have a substrate with a well-defined pattern containing the same depth
and diameter structures.

4.5.2 Annealing
The best results in annealing of the flat surface samples were applied to the micro
patterned samples. The annealing time used was kept constant at 20 minutes. However
different behaviour was found for the micropatterned samples during the annealing and
variations in the parameters needed to be done . Table 4.16 show the different annealing
experiments that were done.
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Table 4.16- List of annealed micropatterned samples
Annealing parameters
Sample

Se(mg)

P(mbar)

T(ºC)

H-CIS160623

104.47

800

600

H-CIS160629-A

105.61

800

500

H-CIS160718-A

201.4

800

500

H-CIS160729-B

205.88

800

450

Moving from flat surfaces to micro patterned surface some annealing parameters had to
be tuned to meet the differences in the behavior of this samples during the annealing. The first
encountered problem found was the peel off of SiO2 layer around the holes in sample HCIS160623 (Fig. 4.21).

100 µm

1mm

Fig. 4.21- SEM images of annealed sample H-CIS160623. Images were taken with an electron
beam voltage of 5kV.
This problem might be related with the formation of a MoSe 2 layer. At elevated temperatures Se
diffuses trough the CISe layer and reaches the Mo to form MoSe 2(31). When passing from Mo
to MoSe2 the material expands and this might lead to the peeling off of the SiO 2 close to the
holes. Thus, the high temperature, 600ºC, revealed to be too much for the SiO2 layer. The next
step was to decrease the temperature of the annealing to 500ºC as it was done for HCIS160629-A (Fig. 4.22).
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100µm

1mm

Fig. 4.22- SEM images of annealed sample H-CIS160629-A. Images were taken with an
electron beam voltage of 5kV.
The problems with the SiO2 layer were avoided by decreasing the annealing
temperature. EDS characterization (Fig. 4.23) and Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 4.24) were carried
out in micro-CISe islands with different sizes to study the composition and crystal quality of the
CISe material:

Fig. 4.23- Composition ratios of as grown sample (H-CIS160629-A-ag) and after annealing (HCIS160629-A-Se) for different hole sizes.
EDS characterization data (Fig. 4.23), show, despite some fluctuation, nearly constant
composition ratios along the different holes before and after annealing. The [Cu]/[In] ratio is
roughly around 0.8 before and after annealing however the annealing turned the sample slightly
Cu rich. In [Se]/([Cu]+[In]) we see that there is a big difference between both samples, before
annealing the ratio is around 1.2 and after annealing it changed to 1.8. The annealing highly
increased the Se present in the sample.
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Fig. 4.24 shows a Raman analysis before and after the annealing. Before the annealing,
red curve, the plot shows a broad peak centered at 174 cm-1 which corresponds to the
characteristic A1 vibration of the CuInSe2 structure. After the annealing, the signal to noise ratio
vastly improves as well as the intensity of the signal, showing a clear improvement in the
crystalline quality of the sample. Now both peaks, A1 at 174 cm -1 and B1 at 220 cm -1 are well
defined, clearly showing that the CuInSe2 tetragonal structure is present with good crystalline
quality.

Fig. 4.24- Comparison between Raman spectrum of sample H-CIS-160629-A before (ag) and
after annealing (Se).
A Raman analysis was performed in sample H-CIS-160629-A-Se where a big number of
holes was measured, see Fig. 4.25. It was noticed that all of the holes had the main vibration of
the CISe structure. However, it should be noted that there was a big difference in quality among
the holes. For instance, in the two biggest holes (500μm and 400 μm) the crystal quality
appears to be quite high as shown by the appearance of an extra peak, this peak is often seen
in Se rich films(32). The smallest hole showed the worst crystal quality since the main CISe
vibration is very broad and with low intensity. These results should be taken carefully since only
a few holes were analyzed. There are hundreds of structures and a careful analysis of all of the
holes or one with significant statistical analysis was not performed in this thesis due to lack of
time.
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Fig. 4.25- Raman spectrum of different sized holes in sample H-CIS-160629-A-Se.
The

problem

of

the

overgrowth

was

eliminated

by reducing

the

time

of

electrodeposition. However, a study about the material in which the corona around the holes
consisted was made. Different areas of the deposited material in a hole were investigated by
Raman spectroscopy, see Fig. 4.25, and it revealed the same structure for the three different
areas. The peak position, 174 cm -1 is the same for each area and it is the A1 peak characteristic
of the tetragonal CISe.
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Fig. 4.25- Raman spectroscopy of different areas in deposited material around a hole.
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5. Conclusions
In the electrodeposition geometry optimization it was found that the vertical setup grew
very homogeneous samples while thin films grown with the horizontal setup had voids in the
surface. In the tuning of parameters of vertical setup it was clearly seen that the sample surface
needs to be facing the counter electrode to get nice deposition and the best result was found for
a sample grown while the stirring magnet was under the sample and when the working
electrode and counter electrode were more distant (3 cm).
The single step electrodeposition experiments with the stirring velocity revealed the best
results for an intermediate stirring velocity (400rpm). The influence of concentration of solutions
in the growth was also studied and it was found that is best to use less concentrated solutions if
we want to get a more homogeneous and compact film. However, for higher concentrations the
deposition is much faster than with lower concentrations what may be important in a commercial
scale. In the end a reproducibility test was made trying to reproduce three samples with the
same conditions and satisfactory results were obtained.
Two step electrodeposition revealed not to be a good method to obtainCuInSe2, since
neither the stacked layer approach nor the mixed layer grew uniform samples and with good
stoichiometry.
Annealing treatments were carried out using two different approaches, a closed
atmosphere and a open atmosphere both rich in Se. The open atmosphere setup was a failed
approach since the samples were losing the Se already present from the electrodeposition. The
closed atmosphere setup showed the best results, producing samples with composition ratios
near the optimal values. XRD showed that the structure present in the film was a tetragonal
CuInSe2. Experiments with different Se concentrations in the atmosphere revealed that excess
Se in the atmosphere is important to get a better crystallinity. The reproducibility of the
annealing process was found to be reliable.
After optimization of the electrodeposition and annealings these two processes were
used in the micro patterned substrates and some difficulties were found. First, during
electrodeposition It was seen that the electrodeposited material moved out from the holes due
to the high stirring velocity (400 rpm) and it needed to be decreased, 60 rpm was used. The
thickness of the electrodeposition was found to be a function of not only the electrodeposition
time but also the hole diameter. In the annealing of this samples it was found that the optimal
temperature for flat surfaces, 600ºC, was too high, leading the SiO 2 close to the holes to peel
off. However good results were obtained with lower annealing temperatures as it was verified by
Raman spectroscopythe crystallinity improvement after annealing.
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6. Future Studies
The next steps are to conclude the full solar cell and perform tests to verifythe concept
of micro concentrator solar cell. A good way of depositing CdS on top of the micro patterned
substrate filled with electrodeposited CISe maybe chemical bath deposition (CBD), which is
already being developed in INL by LaNaSC group. Experiments in depositing the ZnO:Al layer
with atomic layer deposition (ALD) are also being done. Also, considerations for inkjet printing of
the top grid are being studied. However, these processes need to be optimized. Another
fundamental thing that needs to be built is a set of lens on top of the cell to concentrate the light
on the holes covered with CuInSe2.
After building the full micro concentrator solar cell, several characterization tests can be
done to get the relevant parameters in a solar cell, such as efficiency and field factor, and verify
the utility, consistency and effectiveness of the concept.
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Attachment I -Procedure for electrodepostion of CuInSe2
This document should work as a guideline for the electrodeposition process of CuInSe2.
Chemicals used:
LiSO4, H2O, CuSO4, In2(SO4)3, SeO2.
List of Materials:
Beaker (100ml volume)
Round Holder with holes for each electrode
Reference Electrode: Satured Calomel (KCl)
Counter Electrode: Mesh made with a 100cm Pt wire Ø0,2mm
Working Electrode: Glass(2mm)/Mo(1µm) sample
Vertical holder for the mesh
Vertical holder for the sample
Magnetic stirrer
Magnetic plate
Preparation of the solution:

1. Weigh the LiSO4 powder and place it in the beaker.
2. Introduce the amount of deionized water required in beaker.
3. Put the magnetic stirrer inside, place the beaker on top of the magnetic plate and start
stirring. Let it there until all the LiSO4is dissolved (10 minutes should be enough).

4. Measure the amount of CuSO4 required, you can either use it directly in the form
powder or from a previous made solution of CuSO4 dissolved in water (If you do the
second option you need to take the amount of water and use less on step 2). If you
used of powder stir the solution until it dissolves.

5.

The same as in step 4 but with In2(SO4)3.

6. The same as in step 4 but with SeO2. It is important to be quick on this step since the
SeO2 will get the solution milky and may create some precipitation.

7. Place the beaker on the magnetic plate and use the magnet to mix the solution, let it
stirring for at least 10 minutes.
Mount the set-up:
1. Place the beaker on top of the magnetic plate, using a stirring velocity to keep mixing
the solution.
2. Tape the substrate on the holder using kapton tape. A good way to do it is to put tape in
each corner. In the upper left side corner you should place a copper wire (cover it all
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with kapton tape but leave the tips uncovered) between the tape and the substrate in
order to make the connection.
3. Use an alligator to hold the copper wire in order to guarantee that the connection will
not be lost after dipping it in the solution. Verify with a voltmeter if there is an
electrical connection.
4. Insert all the electrodes in the round holder.
5. Place the round holder with the electrodes inside the beaker. It should lay on top of it.
6. Connect the potentiostat cables with the electrodes:
6.1. Green cable: Working electrode
6.2. Red cable: Counter electrode
6.3. White cable reference electrode
7. Make sure the beaker is in a position such the stirring magnet is on the desired position.

Satured Calomel
electrode

Sample contact
covered with
Kapton tape

Alligator

Platinum
Mesh

Sample
Holder

Stirring
magnet

Software configurations:
1. Run the VersaStat software on the support laptop which is connected to the
potentiostast.
2. Select Experiment > New.
3. Chose the mode of operation: Chronoamperometry.
4. Chose the name you want for your file (our convention CISeyy-mm-dd-letter)
5. Define the potential of electrodeposition (-0.55V).
6. Define time per points (1 second).
7. Define the duration of the process (it is possible to stop in the middle).
8. Click on the run button.
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